DOT Approved
Imperial Sign System
Imperial Street Signs are constructed
entirely of aluminum and stainless steel
(will not rust or rot). Cast aluminum back
plates for all residential traffic sign shapes
can be bolted onto the pole. All signs
are built to DOT specs which measure 7'
from bottom of first sign to ground unless
designated otherwise. Overall height is
determined by configuration. Poles come
in three lengths: 14' 6", 12', 11'. Pole A,
3" OD; Pole B, 2-3/8" OD.
Street sign blades and frames are of cast
aluminum. Specify either hanging (H) or
bolt-on (B). A scroll arm (SA) is needed for
hanging blades or blade frames. Raised
letter blades are bolt-on only (two sided
in black, white or dark green). The raised
letters and border come in black, gold, or
reflective white. Custom colors available.
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RLB-B-ORN*
Raised Letter
Blade (bolt-on) with ornate
decorative scrolls.
Your logo
here!

COUNTRY CLUB LAN1
RLB-B-LOGO* Cast Aluminum
Raised Letter Blade (bolt on)
with logo (10 piece minimum).
-

RLB-B* Cast Aluminum Raised
Letter Blade (bolt on).
-

BFS-B Slide-in Blade Frame
(bolt-on) holds one double sided
sign, with optional scroll arm.
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All Poles DOT Approved!
Imperial signs are approved by the
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), meeting the standards
outlined in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) Report 350 designed for
the National Highway System (NHS).
All poles - A, and B Series are approved. Meeting this requirement
allows our products to be used on
any roadway, whether it's a part of
the NHS or not.

Handsome
recessed frame
enhances and
protects the sign.
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SA PB H Recessed Plain Blade
(hanging) holds two single sided
signs, with scroll arm.
-

-

PPB-13 Double-sided
Economy Mounting
Brackets
PPB-12 Single-sided
Mounting Brackets

Model
Description
Unit Price
A and B Series ..Bolt-on sign system (includes pole and choice of base and finial) $439.95
RLB
Raised letter blade (30 x 6, 36 x 6; scrolls (-ORN) add $40)
249.95
PB
Recessed plain blade (30 x 6, 36 x 6)
209.95
BF
Slide-in blade frame (30 x 6, 30 x 9, 36 x 6, 36 x 9; scroll add $50) .169.95
BF-L
Slide-in blade frame, large (42" or longer blade)
219.95
SA
Scroll arm (for hanging blades or frames; 24", 30", 36")
99.95
30" backplate
369.95
24" or 18" backplate
299.95
12" backplate
199.95

5+
419.95
239.95
199.95
159.95
209.95
94.95
359.95
289.95
189.95

10+
399.95
219.95
189.95
149.95
199.95
89.95
339.95
269.95
179.95

Options: PPB-12 $14.95, PPB-13 $18.95. Street sign face options: (engineer grade, reflective, single sided .080 aluminum,
dimensions can be reversed) 12x18 $39, 18x18 $49, 18x24 $59, 24x24 $69, 30x30 $99. Single or double sided street name sign
faces: 6" x necessary length $59 each, 9" x necessary length $99 each. High security anti-theft sign brackets also available for
$39 pair for single sided and $49 pair for double sided. Add $60 for pole with verde green finish. Logos are quoted per job.
* Not DOT approved. Bolt-on only.

